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ABSTRACT. In this paper we study injective objects in the cate-
gory of all compact Hausdorff G-spaces, using methods from 
topological dynamics. In particular, we consider the question of 
when the equicontinuous structure relation of a subflow is the re-
striction of the equicontinuous structure relation of the full flow. 
Some necessary and sufficient conditions are given, one in terms of 
almost periodic functions on the flow, and another in terms of injec-
tive objects in the category of all compact Hausdorff G-spaces. 
1. Introduction. This paper is in the borderline of general topology and 
topological dynamics. To be more precise: we use methods from topolo-
gical dynamics to study a problem which arose in "equivariant topology". 
By "equivariant topology" we mean the topological study of the category 
§"(!)f!JJG of all topological transformation groups with a fixed acting group 
G (G-spaces) and continuous equivariant mappings. "Topological study", 
for the stress is not on the categorical aspects of this category (as for ex-
ample in [18]), but on the topological ones. Roughly speaking, one con-
siders a theorem in topology and then one examines the analogous situa-
tion in .'F@fJbG. This idea has been used in algebraic topology for some 
time, see e.g. [25, 26, and 27], to mention but a few references. As to equi-
variant general topology, see e.g. [20] or, for a survey of work by Yu.M. 
Smirnov and his co-workers, [24]. 
The present paper is devoted to the study of injective obejcts in the 
category of all (compact) Hausdorff G-spaces (roughly, try to find an 
analog for extension theorems like those of Dugundji, Borsuk and Arens). 
The problem is to find a non-trivial compact Hausdorff G-space which 
is injective for (or, as we shall also say, which is an extensor for) the class 
of all closed equivariant embeddings in the category of all compact Haus-
dorff G-spaces. If the topological group G is discrete or compact, then 
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this problem is easily solved, and for equicontinuous G-spaces the problem 
can be reduced to the case of a compact acting group (cf. §2 below). For 
arbitrary compact Hausdorff G-spaces, we give in §3 a characterization 
of the class of equivariant embeddings for which G-spaces of a certain 
type (the MC G-spaces) are extensors. Here the equicontinuous structure 
relation comes into play. This relation is important in topological dy-
namics, see for instance [9; 4.20] or [10]. Crucial for our problem is the 
question how the equicontinuous structure relation of a subflow is related 
to that of the full flow. As far as we know, this question has not been con-
sidered earlier (probably, because it makes no sense for minimal flows). 
The main result of this paper (Theorem 3.8) can also be seen as a char-
acterization of the subflows which behave well in this respect. It implies 
that every equicontinuous MC G-space is an extensor for all closed equi-
variant embeddings into compact Hausdorff G-spaces that are well-
behaved in this sense. This result was anounced in [21]. 
Unless stated otherwise, the symbol G denotes an arbitrary (but fixed) 
topological group. 
1.1. We shall first define the category f/(!)~G we are working in. A G-
space (or topological transformation group with acting group G) is a 
pair (X, n) where X is a topological space and re: G x X _,. X is a con-
tinuous mapping (called the action of G on X) such that 
(i) 11:(e, x) = x, for all x e X (e is the unit element of G); 
(ii) 11:(s, 10(t, x)) = 11:(st, x), for all x e X and s, t E G. 
Often we shall use the following notation: if x e X and t e G, then 
rc1x == rc(t, x) == rcx(t). 
It follows from continuity of n: and the axioms (i) and (ii) that, for every 
t E G, rc 1: X _,. X is a homeomorphism with inverse n:1- 1 (in fact, n:• = 
idx and n:• o n:1 = 1C51). Moreover, 1Cx is a continuous mapping from G 
into X. 
The G-spaces are the objects of f/(!)f!/'G. We now define the morphisms 
in this category. If (X, 11:) and ( Y, o-) are G-spaces, then a mapping <jJ: 
X _,. Y is called equivariant whenever <f> on:' = qt o <f>, for all t e G. A 
continuous equivariant mapping will be called a morphism of G-spaces; 
these are the morphisms in f7(9f!/'G. It is clear, that in this way a genuine 
category is defined (e.g., composition in the category is just composition 
of mappings). For a detailed treatment of the category f/(f)~G, see [18]. 
EXAMPLES 1.2. The following G-spaces and morphisms will be needed 
in the sequel. 
1. Let w: G x G -+ G denote the multiplication mapping. Clearly, 
(G, w) is a G-space, and if (X, 11:) is an arbitrary G-space, then, for every 
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x E X, the mapping n:x: G ...... X is a morphism of G-spaces from (G, w) 
to (X, n:). 
2. If X is a topological space, then Cc(G, X) will denote the space of all 
continuous mappings from G into X endowed with the compact-open 
topology. Define p: G x Cc(G, X) ...... Cc(G, X) by ptj(s) := f(st), for f E 
Cc(G, X) and s, t E G (right translation). If G is locally compact, then p 
is continuous [18; 2.1.3] and p is an action of G on Cc(G, X). If (X,n) is 
a G-space, then the mapping n: x ....... nx: X _. Cc(G, X) is a morphism of 
G-spaces from (X, n:) to (Cc(G, X), p) (it is even an equivariant embed-
ding; [18; 2.1.13]). 
3. If (X, n) is a G-space and A is an invariant subset of X (that is, n1A 
= A, for every t E G), then (A, nlcxA) is a G-space and the embedding 
mapping of A intoXis a morphism ofG-spaces from (X, n) into(A ,nlcxA>· 
In this (and every similar) case we shall denote the action of G on A simply 
by n:, and we shall say that the G-space (A,n) is a sub-G-space of< X,n ). 
Thus, the phrase "i:(A,x) _. (X,n) is an equivariant embedding" shall 
always mean that A is an invariant subset of X and that i is the embedding 
mapping. 
1.3. An injective object for a morphism <f>: A --> X in an arbitrary cate-
gory ?! is an object Kin ?! such that, for every morphism/: A -->Kin'&', 
there exists a (not necessarily unique) morphism/': X--> Kin C(f such that 
f = !' 0 </J(i.e.,j' is an "extension" off over if>). 
If </> is a monomorphism, then an injective object for <f> will also be called 
an extensor for </J. If K is simultaneously injective (resp. an extensor) for 
every morphism <f> from a class M of morphisms (resp. monomorphisms) 
in 0', then K is called injective (resp. an extensor) for M. 
For example, Tietze's theorem states that the closed unit interval [O, I] 
is an extensor in fT(l)f!P for the class M 00, of all closed embeddings into 
normal spaces (for examples in other categories, see, e.g., [U] or [16]). 
Several generalizations of this result are known (see, e.g., (13]), and the 
following theorem will be used in this paper (it is a form of a result of 
Arens'; for the proof, cf. [13; Thm. I]). 
THEOREM 1.4. let M 0 be the class of all closed embeddings in fT(J!f?J' for 
which [O, I] is an extensor in !T<Yf:P, and let K be a metrizable compact convex 
subset of a locally convex topological vector space. Then K is an extensor 
in :Tm:?J>,for Mo. 
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REMARK 1.5. By Tietze's theorem, Mnor £ M 0• In addition, the class 
M 0 contains all embeddings of compact spaces into Tychonov spaces 
(using Stone-Cech compactification, this reduces to closed embeddings 
into compact Hausdorff spaces, a subclass of Mn0J In fact, all embeddings 
of compact spaces into functionally Hausdorff spaces are in M 0 [12; p. 
366]. 
1.6. For convenience, a Metrizable Compact Convex subset of a lo-
cally convex topological vector space will be called an MC-set (it should 
be MC2-set, but MC will do). Thus, according to 1.3, every MC-set is an 
extensor in .r@tfl>, for M0• in some of our results below, the metrizability 
of compact convex sets can be removed by restricting the attention to 
closed embeddings into metrizable spaces instead of normal spaces, using 
Dugundji's extension theorem instead of 1.4. 
We now return to the category !T(Of!J>G. The following result comes 
from (20; 4.1]. 
PROPOSITION J. 7. Assume that G is locally compact, and let K be injective 
in .'Y@& for some class M of morphisms in .'Y@&P. Then the G-space 
(Cc ( G, K), p) is injective in !T(YfJJG, for the class MG of all those morphisms 
ofG-spaces cp: (X, n)---> ( Y, a) such that the continuous mapping cp: X...., Y 
(regarded as morphism in :Y@.'?J>) belongs to M. 
COROLLARY. 1.8. Assume that G is locally compact and let K be an MC-
set. Then the G-space (Cc(G, K),p) is an extensor in :Y(Yf!J>G for the class 
Mg of all closed equivariant embeddings i: (A, n)---> (X, 11:) such that i: 
A -+ X belongs to the class M 0 (cf. 1.4 above). 
PROOF. Use Theorem 1.4 and Proposition 1.7. 
1.9. The existence of an extensor for a brge class of equivariant embed-
dings should be no surprise: the trivial G-space, consisting of a one--point 
space (with the obvious action of G) is an extensor in .'Y(YPJJG for every 
equivariant embedding. More generally, we shall call a G-space (X, 11:) 
non-trivial whenever not all homeomorphisms 11:1 for t E G are equal 
to the identity mapping. So (X, 11:) is non-trivial iff not each orbit consists 
of one point. What we want is, of course, a non-trivial extensor in y(YPJJG. 
If K is a non-trivial MC-set, then CcCG, K) is also non-trivial, but its 
disadvantage is, that it is too large to have nice properties; in particular, 
C(G, K) is not compact (unless G is discrete). In fact, we want to find a 
compact Hausdorff G-space which is not trivial and which is an extensor 
for at least all closed equivariant embedding in <ti@.4t&Pc (this is the full 
subcategory of ;Y(J;J)IG, determined by all compact Hausdorff G-spaces). 
For a motivation of this problem, see among others (17]. For the case that 
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G is compact, the problem is solved in [3]; see also §2 below. The fol-
lowing illustrates why the extensor itself should be compact. 
PROPOSITION 1.10. Assume that G is locally compact, and let <K, a) be 
a compact Hausdorff G-space. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) <K, a) is an extensor in .l//(!)fJJG for the class of all equivariant embed-
dings of compact G-spaces into functionally Hausdorff G-spaces; 
(ii) <K, a) is an absolute retract in y(!)fJJG for the class of all functionally 
Hausdorff spaces. 
(Condition (ii) means that if <K, a) is equivariantly embedded in a func-
tionally Hausdorff G-space <X, n), then there exists an equivariant re-
traction of X onto K.) 
PROOF. (i) => (ii). Trivial (here it is essential that K is compact). 
(ii)=> (i).We apply a standard construction (see, for instance, [18; 7.1.4 
and 8.1.4] or [20]) in order to observe that there exists an equivariant 
embedding of (K, a) into the G-space (C/G, R<), p), for some cardinal 
number K. By condition (ii), there exists an equivariant retraction of 
(Cc(G, R•), p) onto<K, a). However, by Proposition 1.7, <Cc(G, R•), p) 
is an extensor in y(!)g;>G for a class of equivariant embeddings which 
comprises all embeddings mentioned in condition (i) (see Theorem 1.4). 
Hence <K, a), being an equivariant retraction of (Cc(G, R•), p) has the 
desired property (i). 
REMARK 1.1 l. Proposition 1.10, with the additional condition that G 
is compact, appears in [3; Thm.3]. Our next result depends on a com-
pactification result, published in [19]. It shows, that for the case that G is 
locally compact, we may restrict our attention to <(;{!:jffJJG without much 
loss of generality (see also Remark 2. 7 below). 
PROPOSITION l.12. Assume that G is locally compact, and let (K, a) be a 
(not necessarily compact Hausdorjj') G-space. The following conditions are 
equivalent: 
( i) < K, a) is an extensor in ,'T c0,C}l>c for the class of all equivariant embed-
dings of compact G-spaces into Tychonov G-spaces. 
(ii) <K, a) is an extensor in y(!)fJJG for the class of all closed equivariant 
embeddings into compact Hausdorff G-spaces (i.e., closed equivariant embed-
dings in <(]'(!)JI( &JG). 
PROOF. (i) => (ii) is trivial, and (ii) => (i) follows obviously from the fact 
that every Tychonov G-space can equivariantly be embedded in a compact 
Hausdorff G-space [19]; for this result, local compactness of G is needed. 
(Compare this argument with the second statement in Remark 1.5.) 
1.13. The problem whether <ef(!)vfffJJG contains a non-trivial extensor for 
all closed equivariant embeddings has an obvious solution in case G is 
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discrete: apply Corollary 1.8 and observe that Cc(G, K) is compact in this 
case. Also, in the case that G is compact, there is a solution, essentially 
due to Gleason; see §2 below. 
We need one more definition: an MC G-space is a G-space <K, a) with 
K an MC-set and with action a such that, for every t E G, the homeo-
morphism at: K -> K is an affine mapping (i.e., a 1(ax + ( l - a)y) = 
aa1(x) + ( 1 - a)ai(y), for all x, y E K and 0 ~ a ~ l). Actually, we 
may assume that a1 is the restriction of an invertible linear mapping in 
the ambient topological vector space, as the following lemma shows (pro-
vided G is locally compact). 
LEMMA 1.14. Assume that G is locally compact and let <K, a) be an MC 
G-.1pace. Then there exists an equivariant embedding <J>: (K, a) -+ <E, a) 
such that E is a locally convex topological vector space, a is a continuos 
action of G on E such that a1 is linear for every t E G and, finally, (/) is 
affine. 
(So, in particular, <t>[K] is an invariant MC subset of E and (<J>[K], a) is 
an MC G-space, affinely isomorphic to <K, a) as a G-space.) 
PROOF. Suppose K is given as an MC-subset of the locally convex to-
pological vector space F. Now apply the construction, referred to in the 
proof of Proposition I. JO ((ii) = (i)), with R• replaced by F. In fact, we 
obtain the equivariant embedding rJ;: x .--. ax: <K, a)-+ <Cc(G,F), p). It 
is easily checked that this </J is affine. Moreover, E == C cC G, F) is a locally 
convex topological vector space, and a := p is a continuous action ( G is 
locally compact; cf.1.2(2)) such that each a1 is linear. 
REMARK I .15. A similar proof works for a semi group of continuous 
affine mappings. In particular, by embedding Kin a larger vector space, 
any single continuous affine mapping cp: K-> K may be assumed to be 
the restriction of a continuous linear mapping (replace G by N and let N 
act on K by n.x == cp"(x), for n EN and x EK). 
If, in Lemma I .14, the group G is sigma-compact and the ambient space 
F of K is metrizable, then E may also be assumed to be metrizable (indeed, 
Cc(G, F) is metrizable). Similarly, if Fis a Hilbert space, then E may also 
be assumed to be a Hilbert space (in that case, a different construction has 
to be used; cf. [18; 8.2.10]). 
We close this section with a lemma concerning the ubiquity of non-
trivial MC G-spaces. 
LEMMA 1.16. Every compact metrizable G-space <X, re) can equivari-
antly be embedded in an MC G-space. 
PROOF. (Cf. [21], 3.9). The space M 1(X) of all probability measures is 
a compact convex subset of the dual space C(X)* of C(X), endowed with 
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the w*-topology. Since X is a compact metric space, M 1(X) is metrizable 
as well. Moreover, the action of G on X induces linear mappings at: 
C(X)* --> C(X)* which are continuous with respect to the w*-topology, 
and which leave M i(X) invariant. Note also, that ae is the identity map-
ping of C(X)*, and that ast = as 0 at for all s, t E G. The restrictions of 
these mappings to M 1(X) define a continuous mapping a: G x M 1(X) 
--> M 1(X), namely, by the rule a(t, µ) =atµ, fort E G, µ E M 1(X). So 
(M1(X),a) is a G-space, and since M1(X)is an MC-set in C(X)*, we have 
an MC G-space. Finaly, the natural embedding x ,_. ox (=Dirac measure 
at x) provides an equivariant embedding of X into M 1(X). 
REMARK. 1.17. In the case of a sigma-compact, locally compact group 
G, an alternative proof can be given, using [18; 8.2.4] (embed X in Cc(G, 
RK0) =: E and observe that Eis metrizable with a complete metric) and 
[6'; Chap. I, §4, no. I] (the closed convex hull of a compact subset in a 
complete locally convex topological vector space is compact). For a re-
lated result, cf. [2]. 
2. Equicontinuous G-spaces. Unless stated otherwise, G is an arbitrary 
topological group. 
LEMMA 2.1. (GLEASON). Let H be a compact topological group and let 
<K, a) be an MC H-space. Then <K, a) is an extensor in f7(['£!PH for the 
class M~ (cf. 1.8 and 1.4 for the definition). 
PROOF. For the case that K is finite-dimensional, see, for example, [15] 
(but use Theorem 1.4 instead of Tietze's theorem). Exactly the same proof 
works for infinite dimensional MC-sets, taking into account [5; §1.2, the 
Corollary of Proposition 5]. For these proofs it is necessary that the map-
pings at(t EH) commute with a K-valued integral (with respect to Haar 
measure) on H. We could find no reference to justify this for continuous 
affine mappings; however, by Lemma 1.14, we need to justify it only for 
restrictions of continuous linear mappings, and for that case it is well 
known; see, e.g., [5; §I.I, Proposition l]. 
REMARK 2.2. A version of this lemma is included in [3]; since we are 
interested only in compact extensors we do not bother about weakening 
the compactness hypothesis of K. 
2.3. Recall (see, e.g., [1]), that the Bohr compactification cj;: G ..... bG 
of G is a compact Hausdorff topological group bG, together with a con-
tinuous homomorphism cjJ of G onto a dense subgroup of bG which has 
the following universal property: if <jJ: G --> His any continuous homo-
morphism of G into a compact Hausdorff topological group H, then there 
exists a unique continuous homomorphism cf': bG --> H such that <P = 
<P' o cj;. It is well-known and easy to prove that this definition coincides with 
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the definition in [11; 26. l l] for the case that G is a locally compact abe-
lian group. In that case bG can be realized as (GA);J (here (Gl'')d is the 
group G;\ the character group of G, endowed with the discrete topology), 
and cjJ: G--> bG can be realized as the mapping t 1-> 01 : G _,. (GA);J, where 
o1(X) = x(t) for X E G;\ and t E G. In particular, cjJ: G ___,. bG is injective 
in this case. So locally compact abelian group are examples of so-called 
"maximally almost periodic" groups. At the other extreme are the so-
called "minimally almost periodic" groups: topological groups G for 
which the Bohr-compactification bG is trivial (i.e., bG is a one-point 
group). This latter class of groups is characterized by the fact that their 
homomorphic images in compact Hausdorff groups are all trivial; in 
particular, they have no non-trivial, finite dimensional, unitary repres-
entations. An example is the group SL(2, R) (also SL(2, C)) with its usual 
topology or with the discrete topology (cf. [12; 22.22h]). 
LEMMA 2.4. Let (X,re) be an equicontinuous compact Hausdorff G-space. 
Then there exists an action ir of bG on X such that 
re(t, x) = ir(cp(t), x), for all(t, x) E G x X, 
that is, the action of G on X can be extended to an action of the compact 
Hausdorff group bG. 
PROOF. By [9; 4.5] or [7; Chap. 10], the closure E(X) of the family {re1 : 
t E G} in xx is a compact Hausdorff topological group such that a: 
(E. x) I-+ t;(x): E(X) x X _,. X is a continuous action of E(X) on X. By 
the universal property of the Bohr compactification, there exists a con-
tinuous homomorphism if/: bG _,. E(X) such that <//(ef;(t)) = re1, for every 
t E G. Now put 
k(i-, x) := a(q/(i-), x), for (i-, x) E bG x x. 
Then iris a continuous action of bG on X, having the desired property. 
REMARK 2.5. A similar result holds for equicontinuous G-spaces (X, re) 
such that X is a Tychonov space and, for every x E X, the orbit closure 
Gx(= {tx: t E G}) is compact. Indeed, the proof of Theorem 7 in [8] 
shows, that also in this case, E(X) is a compact Hausdorff topological 
group of continuous maps. Since E(X) is also equicontinuous on X, it 
follows that o: (~, x) 1-+ ~(x): E(X) x X _,. X is a continuous action of 
E(X) on X. Hence the proof for this case can be completed as in the lemma 
above. 
THEOREM 2.6. Let (K, ex) be an equicontinuous MC G-space. Then 
(K, ex) is an extensor in 'efi'@Jft.o/'G for the class of all closed equivariant em-
beddings i: (A, re) ..... (X, re) with (X, re) an equicontinuous compact Haus-
dorff G-space. 
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PROOF. By Lemma 2.4, <K, a), <A, n) and <X, n) may be considered as 
bG-spaces, and it is easily seen that continuous mappings between these 
spaces are G-equivariant if and only if they are bG-equivariant (</;[G] is 
dense in bG). Now the theorem follows from 2.1. 
REMARK 2.7. Using 2.5 instead of 2.4, we obtain a slightly more gen-
eral result: every equicontinuous MC G-space <K, a) is an extensor in 
:YCO!!,PC for the class of all equivariant embeddings i: (A, n) ..... <X, n) 
such that A is compact and (X, n) is an equicontinuous Tychonov G-
space in which all orbit closures are compact (we could also use Lemma 
2.13 below). Note, that this statement is related to Theorem 2.6 in the same 
way as (i) is related to (ii) in Proposition l.12 above. 
EXAMPLE 2.8. Let Ac denote the space of all continuous real valued 
functions on bG, endowed with the topology of uniform convergence, 
i.e., the topology induced by the supremum norm on bG; in fact, Ac= 
Cc(bG, R) (we use the symbol Ac in order to indicate the fact that this 
space is in a natural way isometrically isomorphic with the space of almost 
periodic functions on G). According to Example 1.2(2) there is a con-
tinuous action p of bG on Ac. Since</;: G -> bG is a continuous homo-
morphism, this induces an action p of G on bG, as follows: 
p(t,f) := p(<j;(t),f), for (t,f) E G x Ac 
(in particular, pi_fm = f(~</;(t)), for ( E bG). In this way, a G-space 
(Ac, p) is defined. Since <j;[G] is dense in bG, it is easily seen that, for every 
f E Ac, the orbit closure X1 := {p 1f: f"EG} equals the compact set 
p1[bG] = {prf: r E bG} (continuous image of the compact group bG). 
Moreover, the action of G on Ac is isometric, hence equicontinuous. 
We state two consequences of this (cf. 2.7): 
(i) If <K, a) is an equicontinuous MC G-space, then (K, a) is an ex-
tensor in :Y(!J&iJG for the class of all equivariant embeddings of compact 
G-spaces into <Ac, p). 
(ii) If K is a compact convex invariant subset of Ac, then there exists 
an equivariant continuous retraction of Ac onto K (indeed, <K, p) is an 
equicontinuous MC G-space). 
In connection with these observations, it is useful to note, that, for every 
compact invariant subset X of Ac, the closed convex hull co X is also in-
variant and compact (use [6'; Chap. 1, §4, no. I]), so <coX, p) is an equi-
continuous MC G-space. In particular, we can take for X the orbit-closure 
of some f E Ac. Clearly, X is non-trivial if and only if f is a non-constant 
function. Since there exist non-constant continuous real-valued functions 
on bG if and only if bG is non-trivial, this proves (i) =>(ii) in the following 
proposition. 
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PROPOSITION 2.9. The following assumptions about G are mutually equi-
valent: 
(i) bG is non-trivial; 
(ii) There exists a non-trivial equicontinuous MC G-space (K, a); 
(iii) There exists a non-trivial equicontinuous compact Hausdorff G-
space; and 
(iv) There exists a non-trivial equicontinuous Tychonov G-space with 
compact orbit closures. 
PROOF. (i) => (ii). See the remarks above. The implications (ii) => (iii) 
and (iii) => (iv) are obviously valid. To prove (iv) => (i), observe that each 
non-trivial equicontinuous Tychonov G-space (X, x) with compact orbit 
closures can be seen as a bG-space (use 2.5), and it is almost obvious, that 
the closures of the G-orbits are just equal to the bG-orbits. Hence not all 
bG-orbits in X consist of one point, and therefore bG must contain more 
than one point. 
REMARK 2.10. Notice that compact orbit-closures in an equicontinuous 
G-space are minimal [9; 4.4 and 2.5]. So the statements in 2.9 are also equiv-
alent with: 
(v) There exists a non-trivial equicontinuous minimal compact Haus-
dorff G-space. 
it is in accordance with this, that every equicontinuous minimal com-
pact Hausdorff G-space can, up to isomorphism, be obtained as bG/ H 
for some closed subgroup H of bG. 
The following result shows that the collection of equicontinuous MC 
G-spaces plays the role of the unit interval in topology. 
PROPOSITION 2.11. Let (X, x) be an equicontinuous compact Hausdorff 
G-space. Then the morphisms of G-spaces from (X, x) into equicontinuous 
MC G-spaces separate points and closed subsets of X. 
PROOF. By considering X as a bG-space, for every f E C(X), we have a 
continuous and equivariant mapping]: x >-+ f o xx: X _,. Cc(bG, R) = Ac. 
By an observation made in Example 2.8, the set Ki := co ][X] is an in-
variant MC-subset of Ac. Thus we have (consider the bG-spaces as G-
spaces) a morphism of G-spaces]: (X, x) _,. (KJ,fi), where (K1, f» is an 
equicontinuous MC G-space. If Fis a closed subset of X and x0 E X - F, 
then there existsfE C(X) such thatf[F] = {O} andf(x0) = I, and 
ll](xo) - ](x)ll ~ l](xo) (e) - ](x) (e)I = lf(xo) - f(x)I = l, 
for all x E F, hence ](x0) rt ][F]. 
REMARK 2.12. If (X,x) is a metrizable equicontinuous compact Haus-
dorff G-space, then it follows from Proposition 2.11 that there exists a 
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countable collection of morphisms of G-spaces f.·: {X, 1C) -+ {K,., a,.) sepa-
rating points and closed subsets of X, where each {K,., a,.) is an equicon-
tinuous MC G-space. The induced mapping f: X -+ TI~1 K, = K is an 
embedding and is equivariant with respect to the coordinate-wise action 
of G on K: 
a 1(xi. Xz, ... ) == (af(x1), a~(xz), ... ), for t E G, (xi, x2, ... ) EK. 
A straightforward argument shows that the G-space <K, a) is equi-
continuous and that it is, in fact, an equicontinuous MC G-space (the 
countability of the collection {K,.} is only used in order to assure that 
K is metrizable; an uncountable product of equicontinuous MC G-spaces 
is still an equicontinuous G-space <K, a) with K compact and convex 
and each a1 affine!). Thus, every metrizable equicontinuous compact 
Hausdorff G-space can equivariantly be embedded in an equicontinuous 
MC G-space. (This result could also be derived from Lemma 1.16 by 
considering all G-spaces under consideration as bG-spaces and observing 
that the action of G, induced on an MC bG-space is equicontinuous.) 
The following result could be used for a generalization of Proposition 
1.12, see Remark 2. 7. It has some interest in its own (see [22]). 
PROPOSITION 2.13. Every equicontinuous Tychonov G-space <X, 1C) with 
compact orbit closures can equivariantly be embedded in an equicontinuous 
compact Hausdorff G-space {X, n). 
PROOF. By 2.5, we may consider {X, 1C) as a bG-space. By the results of 
[19], {X, 1C) can equivariantly be embedded in a compact Hausdorff 
bG-space (X, ft). Now consider X as a G-space and observe that, on X, 
the action of bG, hence the induced action of G, is equicontinuous. 
REMARK 2.14. If (X, 1C) is as in 2.13, then we may assume that X has 
the same weight as X: ... (X) = w(X). This follows immediately from [19; 
Proposition 2.10] because we consider bG-spaces, and bG has countable 
Lindel6f degree. A similar reasoning shows that, also, the maximal G-
compactifi.cation f3c (X, 1C) is equicontinuous. 
3. £-admissible subsets. Again, we assume that, unless stated otherwise, 
G is an arbitrary topological group. 
3.1. The following construction is standard in Topological Dynamics, 
see [9; 4.20]. Let (X, 1C) be a compact Hausdorff G-space, and let d/I 
denote the (unique) uniformity for X. With coordinate wise action, G also 
acts on X x X, and, since each a Ed/I is a subset of X x X, the expression 
Ga = {(tx, ty) : t E G and (x, y) ea} makes sense. Let 
Qx = n {Ga; a Ed/I}. 
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Then Qx is a closed invariant non-empty subset of X x X, and, in general, 
Qx is not an equivalence relation. Let Ex be the smallest closed invariant 
subset of X x X which is an equivalence relation and which contains 
Qx. Then there exists a unique continuous action n:~ of G on the quotient 
space X/Ex which makes the quotient mapping 
qx: X-+ X/Ex =: X# 
equivariant. It can be shown that (X~, n:~) is an equicontinuous com-
pact Hausdorff G-space, which is characterized by the following "uni-
versal" property: if efy: (X, n:)-+ ( Y, Cf) is a morphism of G-spaces, and 
( Y, Cf) is an equicontinuous compact Hausdorff G-space, then efJ factorizes 
over qx, i.e., there exists a (unique) morphism of G-spaces efJ#: (X#, n;11') -> 
( Y, Cf) such that efJ = cp~ a q x· This is the reason that q x: (X, -z) -> 
(X~, -z~) is called the maximal equicontinuous factor of (X, n:) (cf. also 
[18; 4.4. 8]). It follows easily from the "universal property" of the maximal 
equicontinuous factor, that this construction is functorial. That is, if <jJ: 
(X, n) -+ ( Y, Cf) is a morphism in 'f?(!)Jf[JJG, then there is a unique 
morphism q}: (X~, n~) -+ ( Y#, Cff) which is induced by efJ in such a way 
thatefJ~oqx = qyocp. 
3.2. Let (X, n) be a compact Hausdorff G-space. A closed invariant 
subset A of x will be called £-admissible whenever EA = Ex n (A x 
A). Equivalently, if i: (A, n:bA>-+ (X, n:) is a closed equivariant em-
bedding, then A is an £-admissible subset (and i is called an £-admissible 
embedding) if and only if the morphism of G-space i~: (A#, (n:icxA)f) -> 
(X~, n~), induced by i, is injective (hence a topological embedding; 
A~ and x~ are compact Hausdorff spaces). (N.B. Here our usual notation 
((A, n:) instead of (A, nlcxA)) would be misleading, for (n:icxA)# need 
not be the same as n#/cxM· It is the same if and only if i# is an embedding.) 
EXAMPLES 3.3. The following characterization of Qx is very convenient 
for the determination of Qx and Ex in concrete examples. If (X, n:) is a 
compact Hausdorff G-space, then, for (x, y) E X x X, we have: (x, y) E 
Qx if and only if there are nets (xl, YlhEA in X x X and (tl).iEA in G such 
that (xl, y,) ....._. (x, y) in X x X and (tlxl, tlYl) ....._. (z, z) in X x X, for some 
point (z, z) on the diagonal of X x X. 
I. Let G :-= R and let X be the unit disc in the plane. Let the action of 
Ron X be such that the centre of the disc is an invariant point, the bound-
ary rotates uniformly, and all other points spiral outwards (cf. Figure 
l; for an exact description, we refer to [4]). Let A be the boundary of the 
disc. Then A it a closed invariant subset, and the action of R on A is 
equicontinuous. Hence QA = EA = diagonal in A x A, and A# = A. 
On the other hand, Ex = X x X, so X# is a one-point space. It is clear 
that A is not an £-admissible subset of X. 
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FIGURE I. FIGURE 2. 
2. Consider the R-space, depicted in Figure 2. Each of the one-
point invariant subsets A and B is £-admissible, but their union is not 
£-admissible (indeed, (A U B)# = A U B is a two-point space, but A 
and B are identified with each other in X~). 
3. In all cases that EA = A x A, hence A~ is trivial, it is clear that A is 
£-admissible. For conditions guaranteeing that A# is trivial, we refer 
to [10]. 
4. If QA = Qx n (A x A) and Ex = Qx (see, e.g., [23]), then also 
QA = EA and j# is an embedding, so we have an £-admissible embedding. 
3.4. In Topological Dynamics, the problem of characterizing £-
admissible sets has not yet been studied explicitly. The following char-
acterization is easily derived from known facts. First, if <X, n) is a com-
pact Hausdorff G-space, then recall that an element f E C(X) is called an 
almost periodic function (on X, with respect to the action x) whenever 
the set {! o re1}iEc of "translates" off is relatively compact with respect 
to the uniform topology in C(X). Let us denote the set of all almost 
periodic functions on X by A<X, re). Then it is well-known that (X, re) 
is equicontinuous iff A(X, re) = C(X) [9; 4.15]. Using this, it is not 
too difficult to show that, for an arbitrary compact Hausdorff G-space 
<X, re), we have (see also [14]) 
A<X, re) = {f 0 qx ; f E C(X~)}. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. Let <X, n) be a compact Hausdorff G-space and let 
A be a closed invariant subset of X. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) A is £-admissible; 
(ii) A is A<X, rc)-embedded, that is, every almost periodic junction on 
A can be extended to an almost periodic function on X. 
PROOF. (i) =>(ii). Let/: A -> R be almost periodic. By the observation 
above, f factorizes over qA, i.e., j = j' o qA with f' E C(A~). Since A# is 
assumed to be a closed subset of x~, there exists f" E C(X~) such that 
f' = f"IA>(indeed, R is an extensor in y(()ffe! for all closed embeddings into 
compact Hausdorff spaces). Now f" a qx is the desired (almost periodic!) 
extension off'. See also the following diagram. 
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A --------. X 
(ii) => (i). Suppose that i# is not injective; there are points xi. x 2 EA 
such that qA(x1) # qA(x2) and qx(x1) = qx(x2). Let/ E C(A#) be such that 
f(qA(x1)) # f(qAx2)), and put]:= f 0 qA- Then] is almost periodic on A, 
hence J = JiA for some almost periodic function] on X. Since ](x1) # 
f(x2) and/factorizes over qx, we derive that qx(x1) # qx(x2), contradicting 
the assumption. 
We come now to another characterization of £-admissible subsets, 
related to the problem of finding an extensor in <ef!(l)Aff!J>G. First a lemma, 
which is a consequence of the "universal property" of the maximal 
equicontinuous factor. 
LEMMA 3.7. Let (K, a) be an equicontinuous compact Hausdorff G-space 
(no further conditions on K), and let </J: ( X, n:) -> ( Y, o-) be a morphism of 
G-spaces, where X and Y are compact Hausdorff spaces. The following 
statements are equivalent: 
(i) (K, a) is injective in <~(!)Af!!J>G,for <jJ: (X, n)-> (Y, o'); 
(ii) (K, a) is injective in <ef!(l)Af!!J>G, for <fa#: (X#, n:#) -> ( Y#, o-#). 
PROOF. The straightforward proofs are illustrated by the following 
diagrams (compare the proof of (i) =>(ii) with the corresponding proof 
of Proposition 3.6.) 
(=>): (=): 
x __ __,_if> __ ~ y X---1> __ ___,y 
qy 
'-
x· _____ ___," y# 
<P• 
X# ______ ·,, y• 
t/J• 
(<f; extends to (<f;oqx)'#) (<f; extends <f;#' oqy) 
THEOREM 3.8. Let i: (A, re) -> (X, re) be a closed equivariant embedding, 
where (X, re) is a compact Hausdorff G-space. Then the following condi-
tions are equivalent: 
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(i) A is an £-admissible subset of X; 
(ii) Every equicontinuous MC G-space (K, a) is an extensor in <(J(JJ,,l{fl!G 
for the equivariant embedding i. 
PROOF. (i) => (ii). Combine Lemma 3. 7 with Theorem 2.6 and observe 
that j# is a closed equivariant embedding. 
(ii) => (i). This proof is completely similar to the proof of (ii) => (i) in 
Proposition 3.6 above (however, in Proposition 3.6 we used the fact that 
continuous real-valued functions on A# separate the points of A#, but 
this has to be replaced by an application of Proposition 2.11 above). 
3.9. We can reformulate the theorem as follows: let <K, a) be an 
arbitrary equicontinuous MC G-space (for the existence of non-trivial 
such spaces, we refer to Proposition 2.9 above). Then <K, a) is an ex-
tensor in <fl(JJ,,l{g;>G for the class of all £-admissible closed equivariant 
embeddings. Note that, as long as we require the MC G-space (K, a) 
to be equicontinuous, this result cannot be improved; if we consider a 
non-£-admissible closed equivariant embedding j in <f}(!).fffJi>G, then some 
equicontinuous MC G-space (K', a') is not an extensor for j. 
3.10. We close this section with a few remarks about the definition of 
£-admissible subsets of arbitrary Tychonov G-spaces. Of course, we 
want a definition for this concept such that the analogon of Theorem 
3.8 remains valid (at least for compact equivariant embeddings into 
Tychonov G-spaces with compact orbit closures). The crucial question is 
how to define (X11, n#) for an arbitrary Tychonov G-space. The con-
struction of 3.1 will be worthless as long as we do not know which of the 
(not necessarily unique!) uniformities for X we have to choose! 
A suitable approach would be as follows. Let <X, n) be a Tychonov 
G-space, and form its maximal G-compactification PcX. (Observe that 
there exists a canonical equivariant mapping of X into pcX, but this may 
not be an embedding. Situations where it is an embedding are mentioned 
in [22]. See also [19].) Then form for this compact Hausdorff G-space 
iScX, in the way described in 3.1 above, the maximal equicontinuous factor 
(/3cX)#. Now let qx: X ~ X# be the canonical image of X in (pcX) 11• 
It is easily seen that this construction is functorial, and now we can define 
£-admissibility completely similarly to 3.2. It is also obvious that The-
orem 3.8 is valid in this setting, and we obtain even the analogon of 
Proposition 3.6 by replacing "almost periodic continuous function by 
"almost periodic n-uniformly continuous function" (cf. [19] for the 
definition of ir-uniform continuity and its relationship with the maximal 
G-compactification). 
Two comments on the definition of X#. First, only in the case that 
(X, n) has compact orbit closures can we be sure that if (X, n) is equi-
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continuous, then x~ X (in that case, X can be considered as a subset of 
pcX, and pcX is equicontinuous, so (pcX)# = pcX; cf. Remark 2.14). 
Second, it is easily seen that the mapping qx: X-> X~ ( (X, re) arbitrary 
Tychonov) has the following universal property: if efJ: (X, re)-> (Y, (1> 
is a morphism of G-spaces and < Y, a) is an equicontinuous Tychonov 
G-space with compact orbit closures, then ifJ factorizes over qx (observe 
that Pc Y is equicontinuous in this case). This generalizes a result in [14]. 
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